
GAMEPLAY AND SETUP GUIDE
A strategic board game for 2 - 4 players, ages 12 and up. Playing time 45 - 60 minutes.

Main board setup

In Ancient Aliens players have their own unique alien race, with its own special power, and a deck of cards related to this speciality. They each get a continental area on Earth to influence. 
The game board and the player board display these influential areas as seen from the aliens’ control panels. Players use their race’s abilities to improve the humans that live on these  
continental areas, which enables those humans to evolve as can be seen on the improvement table on the player boards. 

Players use crystals to gain production and divine powers and then build buildings with these resources. These buildings give them even more production and divine powers. Eventually players 
can build monuments, leaving tracks of their achievements for later civilizations to wonder at. During the game players activate cards to improve the humans, to build buildings and monu-
ments, attack other players, defend against attacks or to aid other players.  

The first player to get all three of his tech tokens to the civilization stage triggers game end. Then points are counted and the player with the most points wins the game. 

Use this guide to set up the game and familiarize yourselves with the game play. More detailed rules are to be found in the Explanatory Guide which should be used as a 
reference guide as needed during the play. 

GAME OVERVIEW

Ancient Aliens is for 2 - 4 players. Note that in 2 -3 player game, the Greys are not available to play.
• Place the main board in the centre of the table: your area of influence during the game is the continental area in front of you. Keep room for the player boards.
• Take one Alien token of each available factions, shake them in your hand and let one token drop in front of each participating player. The token you get is your Alien faction for this game.
• Take the corresponding alien factions player board and all related items; deck of cards (Level 1,2 & 3, a faction card & a reference card) and tokens (faction tokens, improvement tokens & 

resource tokens). Place the player board underneath your Continental area on the main board. You are now “plugged in” to your Human area of Influence. 
• Continental areas that do not have a player board “plugged in” to them are NOT available during the game. You cannot place any buildings there. 

SETUP

Assemble the Raised Central  
Platform and place in the middle, 
Let the arrows face the  
continents.
• Place all Crystals underneath
• Each player receives crystals 

according to start settings, 
placed on the Crystal area on 
their player board.

Sort out and randomice each Item & Monuments 
stack. Place all Items & Monuments here in piles.

Turn the side with more icons face up.
• Items
• Level 1 Monument
• Level 2 Monument
• Level 3 Monument

 

PROTOTYPE DRAFT



Players setup

• Sort the cards into their 3 Tech decks: 
TECH 1, TECH 2 & TECH 3. Keep them face down. 
At the beginning, you only draw from Tech 1.

• Shuffle each deck thoroughly.

• Keep player tokens within 
reach

• Note that the factions have a 
slighthly different starting set-
up. Extra resources received are 
only available for the first turn, 
they will be set to 0 as normal 
at the end of the first turn.

• Shuffle face down. Draw 5 
cards from Tech 1.  
This is your starting hand.

• Each player receives crystals according to their 
setup. Place on the crystal area

• Place the Improvement tokens on the 0 area on their 
corresponding tracks

• Place the Resource tokens on their corresponding 
tracks accordingly

2
A) When all 5 actions have been played out (ONE action from each card) ALL cards are discarded (also unused cards).
B) Return all Crystals that are not supported by built Residential buildings +1 (your starting crystal) to the Centre stock storage.
C) Return the Resource tokens to 0 (no resources are kept between turns, even if not used). 
Draw 5 new cards from the deck(s) according to your Improvement table status:
• Draw 1 card from the Tech deck with the same number as the status of the rightmost Improvement token.
• Draw 1 card from the Tech deck with the same number as the status of the 2nd rightmost Improvement token.
• Draw the remaining 3 cards from the LOWEST Tech deck (Tech 1 at the beginning) or according to the status of the leftmost Improvement 

token. 
• To speed up play, plan your next turn actions during other players turns.
This turnover continues throughout the game until any one player places his last Improvement token on the Civilization area on the  
Improvement table. Then the game ends immediately and the final points are counted. No other player can finish their turn.
Note! 
If a deck becomes depleted when drawing, shuffle ALL discarded cards to form a new Lowest Tech deck (this deck can potentially include all tech 
levels). If there are any available cards from a redundant deck (example: all Improvement tokens are on “2” or higher but there are some Tech 1 
cards still available), shuffle them in as well.

CLEAN UP & DRAW NEW CARDS
Between turns all players have 5 cards in their hand ready to be used in their next turn.

• The whole game play of Ancient Aliens is through the activation of card actions
• Ancient Aliens is played in continuous turns. 
• Choose a random starting player, then continue clockwise.
• The game ends immediately when any player places his 3rd Improvement token on the Civilization stage on the Improvement table. 
• Then points are counted and the player with the most points wins the game.

GAME PLAY OVERVIEW

Each card has 3 available actions. Choose only ONE action from each card to act out. 
• TOP PART - Affects only you. Build action or Improve action (build the shown building or improve the shown improvement).
• MIDDLE PART - Affects only you. Gain Crystals (receive crystals according to the number in the centre. Place on the Crystals square).
• BOTTOM PART - Affects you and other players. Aid action, Attack action, Gift action or Defend action (defend action(s) can be activated 

anytime during other players turns).
The cards can be played out in any number and preferred order. You do not need to play out all the cards, but must play at least one. Place your 
Faction tokens on the chosen actions as a reminder of what action you aim to perform from each card (optional). 
Attack actions and some Aid action cards are placed on the Central Platform and text turned towards the affected player. All other players can defend 
against the Active player anytime.

During each players’ turn, the Active player has 5 cards in his hand to use (can be less if a Defence action was used)
1 PLAY OUT THE CARDS

IMPROVEMENT TABLE STATUS

3 AVAILABLE CARD ACTIONS
Top action 
- Improve or Build

Middle action 
- Gain Crystals

Bottom action 
- Aid, Attack, Get a      
  Gift or Defend.

With the above Improvement table status;
• Draw 1 card from Tech 3 deck
• Draw 1 card from Tech 2 deck
• Draw the remaining 3 cards from  

Tech 1 deck
If all Improvement tokens would have 
been in the “3” column, all 5 cards should 
have been drawn from the Tech 3 deck.

Card level Card # (only for reference)

The 1st player to get all 
his Improvement tokens 
to the Civilization stage 
triggers the game end 
and he also gets:
10 End game points!

GAME END TRIGGER



1 TOP CARD  
ACTIONS

2 MIDDLE CARD 
ACTIONS

LoyaltySkillKnowledge

IMPROVE YOUR HUMANS TO CIVILIZED STAGE

IMPROVE » Improve Knowledge, Skill or Loyalty.  
» When activated, move the chosen Improvement token one space to the right on the  
   Improvement table. When crossing over Level thresholds, players gain access to the next   
   level card decks and they can build more advanced Buildings, Items and Monuments.

BUILD » Build Buildings, Items and Monuments, if requirements are met. 
» Buildings: Build the displayed building; Residential, Production or Religious building. Buildings   
   must have an available building spot on OWN Continental area to be able to build.
» Items & Monuments: Do not require a building area (there are none).Items & MonumentsBuildings

When building you use TWO faction tokens, one faction token is placed on the appropriate Continental Spot & the other is placed on 
the building you are building on the main board. This indicate that you now own this building and its location is shown.
Note you can only build on OWN continental spots with the BUILD action, Aid actions enable you to build elsewhere.
Building Requirements, as needed 
1) LEVEL - You must be at the same level or higher on the Improvement Table to be able to build. Example: If a building has the 
number “2” on it, but none of your Improvement tokens are placed on the level 2 column or higher, it is not possible to build. 
2) KNOWLEDGE, SKILL AND LOYALTY LEVEL - Your Knowledge      , Skill      and Loyalty       level must be at the same level or higher 
on the Improvement Table to be able to build. Example: If a building shows a Knowledge Icon     and number “2” on it, and your 
Knowledge token is placed on the level 1 column, you cannot build it. 
3) AVAILABLE BUILDING SPOT - You need to have an available building type spot (based on building type - Production, Religious or 
Residential) on your Continental area of influence. Your first building is placed on the START spot (can be any building type) and all 
buildings built after the first one MUST BE CONNECTED  to the Start Spot. If the connection is broken (e.g. a result of an Attack) 
and there is no spot available of that building type, you cannot build it.
4) NEED TO OWN ALL RESOURCES - You need to own all the required PRODUCTION       and DIVINE POWERS       .  
Resources are gained either by: A) Activating your crystals on the Crystal resource converter, or B) Laying crystals beside owned 
buildings to gain their resources.
» Items & Monuments follow the same requirements but they do not require a Continental spot. 

Items &  
Monuments give 
end game points

Production buildings 
Give Production & 
end game points

Religious buildings 
Give Divine powers & 
end game points

Residential buildings 
Give Crystals & end 
game points

CONTINENTAL SPOT 
AREAS

1ST BUILDING IS PLACED ON START

KNOWLEDGE LEVEL
SKILL LEVEL

LOYALTY LEVEL

BUILDING LEVEL

DIVINIE POWERS NEEDED
PRODUCTION NEEDED

BUILDINGS -  COST, REQUIREMENTS & GAIN

END GAME POINTS

BUILDING - PLACE 
CRYSTALS HERE TO 
GAIN THE RESOURCES

BUILDING GAIN 

Place 1 crystal on a built building to gain the 
building resources. Example: when a crystal is 
placed on Market, you will gain 6 production.

Move the Production marker up accordingly

GAIN CRYSTALS » Gain the number of crystals as shown (in this example, two).
» You can gain crystals from any number of cards. ALL crystals must be returned to the central 
storage after each turn as long as they are NOT SUPPORTED by a Recidential building. 
Residential buildings support 2 - 5 crystals each, depending on the building level.

Crystals are stored in the Crystals area until used 
or returned to central storage if not supported by 
Residential buildings.3 BOTTOM  

ACTION

AID » Aid cards help YOU or ANOTHER player of your choice.
» Aid can be in the form of receiving resources, being able to build on OTHER CONTINENTS  
   or choosing a card from the discard pile & many more.
» Aid is required for most factions to complete their race’s agenda, e.g. to gain control of  
   Residential buildings in all continents.
» If you Aid another player, place the card on the RAISED CENTRAL PLATFORM, facing the lucky   
   player. Then you PLACE YOUR FACTION TOKEN on that players’ player board. GAIN 3 BONUS  
  POINTS for each faction token you have on other players’ player boards at the end of the game.
» There is a limit on how many faction tokens you can place this way: MAX 5 tokens.

This Aid would enable the Annunaki player to 
build a Production building in any continent he 
chooses. (he still needs to pay the resources and 
fulfil the buildings requirements).

CARD ACTIONS



DEFEND » DEFENCE cards available in hand, can always defend against attacks during other players   
   turns. You can Defend a Defence card! Active players’ turn starts with less cards, if he defended.
» The Defend level must be the same or higher to defend. 
» Re-targeted defences cannot be reflected back to the attacker. He is immune.

Place a crystal on the converter to gain: 
2 Production OR 2 Divine Powers OR 1 of each.   

Turn Conversion cost: 
» 1st Conversion pr. turn = 1 Crystal 
» 2nd Conversion pr. turn = +2 Crystals (total of 3) 
» 3rd Conversion pr. turn = +4 Crystals (total of 7) 
» 4th Conversion & onwards = +8 Crystals (total of 15)  

» To gain resources from Buildings, place a Crystal on owned building and gain the  
   resources shown to the right.
» You can only activate each building ONCE per turn.
» You can activate a building that was built during the same turn if you have available  
   Crystals to activate it with.

» Note! Residential buildings only give you Crystals ONCE when built. After that  
   they will only support gained crystals and give you End Game points.
» You if you lose your Residential buildings, you also lose your crystal support.
» If you co-own another players building, you gain the resources, also  
   Crystals. Place your faction token on the building to indicate.

GAIN RESOURCES FROM CONVERTING CRYSTALSGAIN RESOURCES FROM BUILDINGS

The Nephilim 
player Defends the 
Anunnaki attack. The 
attack is re-targeted 
to the Saurian player. 
He now needs to deal 
with the attack.

ATTACK » Remove, overtake or replace other players buildings, resources or crystals.
» Attacks are successful only against buildings that are the SAME LEVEL OR LOWER as  
   the card LEVEL. Example: A flood card from the 1st level Tech deck would not affect a 2nd level  
   building. A 2nd level Plague can on the other hand affect both 1st & 2nd level buildings. 
» Only 1 building is affected with each attack.EarthquakeFlood Plague
» Attack card is placed on the RAISED CENTRAL PLATFORM, with the text facing the affected  
   player. Attacks can be cancelled or reflected with the correct DEFENCE cards.

Annunaki attacks the player controlling 
Africa. If that player does not have a Defence 
card against it, she must remove ONE level 1 
building of the attackers choice.

» The attacker can CHOOSE what building is being attacked. It must be of the same level as  
   the Attack card. 
» If there is no Defence card against it, both the building token on the Continent as well as the  
  token on the building type on the main board are removed or taken over. 
» If the attacked player has the right defence card, the attack failed.

ACTIVATE CRYSTALS AND GAIN RESOURCES
Crystals have an important role in the game, they are used to gain resources so that players can build Buildings, Items & Monuments. Crystals are acquired in two ways:
A) build a Residential building and gain crystals & permanent suppport (as shown on building) or B) gain crystals by activating the central area of ANY card. 
» Place Crystals on the Crystal Resource Converter AND / OR on a built building to gain resources.
» For each conversion you gain 2 resources of your choice; either 2 Production only OR 2 Divine powers only OR 1 of each, that are moved up on the Resource bar accordingly. 
» Crystals can be claimed by other factions.
» Crystals are also used to activate Gift from the gods cards & some aid cards. 
» Supported crystals also give you End Game points; 1 point for each Crystal. Unsupported Crystals do not give any end game points. 

END GAME SCORING
The game ends the moment a player places his LAST improvement token on Civilization stage. Then all the points are counted:

» Game end trigger player receives 10 points.
» Each Crystal gives 1 point.
» Count the total Buildings points. 
» Count the total Items points.

» Count the total Monuments points.
» 3 points for each Faction token (aid) on     
   other player boards (Max 5 tokens)
» Gain points for Race’s Agenda fulfilled.

DECLARE A WINNER! »If tie, most Crystals owned »Still tie? Most monuments built »Still tie? Really? Play again!

In order to get 2 Production & 
2 Divine Powers you would 
need to Convert 3 Crystals.  
For the next set of 2 (of either 
power type) you need 4 more.

Move the Resource Tokens up (Production or 
Divine Powers) accordingly when gaining.

A GIFT FROM THE GODS » Receive a gift that is either free, partly free or can be reused. NOT discarded but placed in  
   front of the player if chosen. The cards are either ONE USE or RE-USABLE. 
» They can only be activated, with a crystal, during the active players turn. ONE USE cards are  
   then discarded permanently (removed from the game).

This gift enables the 
player to upgrade 
SKILL twice when 
activated.
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Note! 
At the end of each turn, ALL production tokens are set 
to 0! You cannot safe unused resources for next turn!

» Use the Resource bar to show the points    
   gained.
» Production bar for ones
» Devine bar for tens

Use the Resource bar to have an overview 
of the final score. If the setting above 
would have been the final score for  
Annunaki, she would have had 22 points 
(Production = singles, Devine = tens).
If the Devine token would have been on 1, 
she would have had 12 points.


